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Employer confidence in economic conditions 

is improving, with a NET balance of -3 

expecting conditions to worsen. This is the 

most optimistic employers have been since 

August 2017.

More employers are expressing certainty 

around short term temporary hiring: 12% don’t 

know their plans, down from 18% in March and 

34% in February. Instead, employers are 

increasingly planning to hold headcount.

Despite the improvement in employer 

confidence, permanent hiring plans are on a 

downwards trajectory. Only 14% of employers 

are planning increases short term, down from 

22% this time last year.

Half (50%) of employers consider membership 

of a trade organisation important when 

choosing a recruitment agency to source 

temporary agency workers, the highest 

proportion recorded by this survey.

Over the past year, 44% of employers increased 

headcount and 47% increased pay. This has 

been falling since June 2017, showing the 

effect of declining employer confidence since 

the EU referendum.

Employer confidence in economic conditions 

is improving, with a NET balance of -3 

expecting conditions to worsen. This is the 

most optimistic employers have been since 

August 2017.
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Employer confidence remains negative but rising 
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Employers planning staff increases short-term
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Uncertainty over short-term hiring in 2018

50%

Membership of a trade organisation important when 
choosing a recruitment agency
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Employers increasing headcount and pay
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Employers concerned over the sufficient availability of agency workers
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Employers’ confidence in the prospects for the 

UK economy further improved by 4 points this 

quarter, to NET: +6.

Short-term and medium-term hiring 

intentions were higher for those who recruit 

temporary agency workers than those who 

hire permanent members of staff by 6 and 4 

points, respectively.

More employers use agency workers to provide 

short-term access to key strategic skills and 

manage uncertainty – up 15 and 19 percentage 

points, respectively, from the same period last 

year.

50% of UK employers who recruit for 

permanent roles expect to find a shortage of 

appropriate candidates. Construction and 

Health & Social Care are the skills areas 

registering the most concern amongst hirers.

The proportion of respondents expressing 

concern over the suffi cient availability of 

agency workers rose by 6 points this quarter to 

72%. This is more than double the fi gure 

expressing the same belief a year earlier (34%).

Despite tightening candidate availability, more 

than four in five (83%) employers expressed 

satisfaction with the candidates presented by 

their agencies – up 9 points from the same 

period last year.

JULY 2017
JULY 2018

Satisfaction with recruitment agencies

Short-term and medium-term hiring intentions higher for 
temporary agency workersEmployer confidence keeps improving

Reasons for using agency workers

1
2 3
Skills shortage for permanent roles

JULY 2017 JULY 2018

34% 72%

Concern over availability of agency candidates
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Employers’ confidence in the prospects for the 

UK economy fell sharply this quarter, by 9 

points to net: -14. This returned the barometer 

to levels last witnessed in November 2017–

January 2018.

This quarter, 97% of hirers planned to either 

increase or maintain existing levels of 

permanent staff in the short-term, compared 

with 93% last year. 90% planned to increase or 

maintain headcount in the medium-term.

The net balance of sentiment towards 

increasing agency headcount in the short-term 

(net: +16) rose by 25 percentage points yearon-

year. Medium-term hiring intentions (net: +14) 

rose by 14 points over the same period.

Less than half of UK employers expressed 

concern over the sufficient availability of 

candidates for permanent hire. 46% of 

employers that hire agency workers expressed 

concern, up from 39% in July–September 2017.

Hirers of permanent staff expressed most 

concern about health and social care roles this 

quarter, with 42% of employers who recruit for 

those roles expecting to find shortages. Other 

occupations causing concern are engineering 

and technical, and hospitality roles.

Despite declining availability of candidates, 

three quarters (76%) of employers expressed 

satisfaction with the recruitment agencies they 

used in the last two years – up 6 points from 

the same period last year.

Employer confidence deteriorates further
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Increasing hiring intentions for permanent staff
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Concern over shortage of permanent staff
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Satisfaction with recruitment agencies

46%
46% PERMANENT

AGENCY
Concern over availability of workers

SHORT TERM

MEDIUM TERM

+16
+14

Hirers’ plans to increase agency workers
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Employers’ confidence in the prospects for the 

UK economy deteriorated by 1 percentage 

point to net: -12, and remained firmly in 

negative territory.

Confidence in making hiring and investment 

decisions fell by 3 percentage points. At net: 

+13, this was the lowest recorded level since 

April 2018.

Half (49%) of UK employers who hire 

permanent workers expressed concern over 

the sufficient availability of candidates for 

permanent hire – up from 44% a year earlier.

Employers’ concern over the availability of 

temporary staff rose year-on-year from 35% to 

46%. More private sector respondents (51%) 

than public sector respondents (14%) 

expressed concern.

More employers who recruit temporary staff 

reported agency workers are important for 

managing uncertainty and providing short-

term access to key strategic skills, up 15 and 8 

percentage points, respectively, year-on-year.

Satisfaction levels with agency partners 

used in the last 2 years improved from 73% 

to 78% year-on-year. Of this proportion, 

27% noted that they were very satisfied, up 

from 17% in the same period last year

Employer confidence deteriorates

? -3
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Confidence in making hiring and investment decisions at its 
lowest since April

Concern over sufficient availability of candidates for permanent hire Concern over availability of temporary staff

Agency workers important for managing uncertainty and providing 
access to key strategic skills Satisfaction with recruitment agencies


